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Assembly Festival and
the Edinburgh Festival Fringe
Welcome to the Assembly Festival information pack. This is designed to give you an overview 
of what we do and the wonderful selection of venues we have to offer. We are renowned as the 
longest running and one of the most prestigious of the Edinburgh Fringe multi-venue operators. 
In 2022 we will celebrate our 40th year on the Fringe!

If you would like to perform with us in 2022 please read this fully before you start a conversation 
with our programming team.

To let us know more about your show please complete our application form.

 “The jewel in the crown of the Fringe” (Scotsman)

Assembly has an international reputation for the quality of our artistic programme, presenting 
large-scale productions and showcasing new talent. Set up in 1981 by our Artistic Director 
William Burdett-Coutts, we operate across five locations in Edinburgh. The Assembly Hall, 
Assembly George Square, Assembly Roxy and Assembly Checkpoint are all in the centre of 
Edinburgh’s Old Town, while the iconic Assembly Rooms building sits proudly on George 
Street in the heart of the New Town. Our George Square Gardens hub welcomes in excess of 
million people each summer and alongside is our industry-only Club Bar, where artists mingle 
with promoters, producers, programmers and journalists.

Our programme is curated which means that we work closely with visiting companies to 
ensure we present a range and quality of work that will appeal to the festival audience. Our 
reputation with the audience is significant and recent years have seen over half a million 
tickets sold to our shows. Companies want to work with us because of the care we take with 
programming, the specification and operation of our venues, many of which are in some 
of Edinburgh’s most historic and prestigious buildings; and the fact we are respected by the 
media and producers from around the world.

Sir Ian McKellen - Assembly Hall (2019) The Black Blues Brothers - Music Hall (2019)

Every year our diverse, curated programme features exciting, emerging talent alongside 
some of the world’s most respected performers and artistic institutions across all genres of 
performance. Recent break out shows and acts include the Fringe First & Three Weeks Editor’s 
Award-winning Raven; the Stage award-winning Collapsible & Pops (both part of the Disruption 
series produced in collaboration with High Tide); David Colvin’s Herald Angel award winner 
Thunderstruck; The Stage and Scotsman Fringe First Award-winning The Fall by the Baxter 
Theatre Centre; the immersive theatrical zombie experience The Generation of Z; Recirquel’s 
My Land gained the highest star rating of all shows performing at the 2018 festival before 
moving to the Music Hall in 2019 for a successful return season; and Yael Farber’s Amnesty 
International Award-winning play Nirbhaya. 

Previous household names and internationally acclaimed talent in our programme include Sir 
Ian McKellen, Dame Diana Rigg, Simon Callow, Clive Anderson, Edinburgh Comedy Award 
2017 winner Hannah Gadsby, Eddie Izzard, Russell Howard, Josh Widdicombe, Nish Kumar, 
Nina Conti, Nick Offerman, Sara Pascoe, Reginald D Hunter, Al Murray, Frank Skinner, Jason 
Byrne, Edinburgh Comedy Award 2018 nominee Larry Dean, and a vast array of other top talent.

https://form.asana.com/?k=sKUepKdzYeq-mV0iYHedog&d=347903255678446
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The Edinburgh Festival Fringe and the Fringe Society
Since its inception in 1947, the Edinburgh Festival Fringe has grown to be the largest arts 
festival in the world, taking place every August in Scotland’s capital city. The founding and 
continuing principle of the Edinburgh Festival Fringe Society is to be an open-access arts event 
that accommodates anyone with a story to tell and a venue willing to host them. In 2019, the 
Fringe programme featured over 3,841 shows across all art forms. In 2022 the Fringe will be 
celebrating its 75th anniversary, making it a truly landmark year all round.

The Fringe Society provides information to participants, publishes the Fringe programme and 
runs a central box office. The Fringe Society offers a number of services to participants which 
are included as part of your registration fee. They are a fantastic resource and we encourage 
you to visit their website: edfringe.com/participants

Assembly George Square Gardens (2018)

Palais du Variété (2018)

Frisky and Mannish - Palais du Variété (2019)

http://www.edfringe.com/participants
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Our venues
The following pages include an overview of each of our performance venues. For more 
detailed information please download the Technical Specification for each venue from the 
‘Perform With Us’ guide on our website.

ASSEMBLY HALL
Assembly Hall is an iconic Edinburgh landmark, facing out across the city from atop Mound 
Place, next to the Castle. It contains the largest of our performance spaces and is equipped with 
its own box office.

MAIN HALL – 740 SEATS
(SEATS 840 INCLUDING RESTRICTED VIEW) 
 
The Main Hall is one of the largest and most 
prestigious venues on the Fringe. Owned by 
the Church of Scotland, from 1999-2004 it 
was used as the home of the new Scottish 
Parliament. While the Main Hall is used for 
events year-round, for the Fringe, Assembly 
installs a stage and extensive technical set-
up. 

Nick Offerman - Assembly Hall (2019)

Rose McGowan - Assembly Hall (2019)

Recent shows in this venue include Nick Offerman, Jason Byrne, Best of the Fest, Blizzard, Paris De Nuit and Choir of Man.

https://www.assemblyfestival.com/who-we-are/perform-with-us
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ASSEMBLY GEORGE 
SQUARE
Our largest hub in George Square contains 
nine indoor venues ranging in size from 60 to 
500 seats, as well as multiple bars, gourmet 
street food and our main box office. By day, 
George Square Gardens is a popular lunch and 
coffee spot for Fringe-goers of all ages, and 
as evening approaches the lights in the trees 
come on and the Festival atmosphere builds. 
The Gardens are surrounded by seven indoor 
venues at Assembly George Square Studios 
and Assembly Gordon Aikman Theatre.

SPIEGELTENT PALAIS DU VARIÉTÉ – 450 SEATS
The stunning Spiegeltent Palais du Variété is our larger tent in George Square Gardens and is 
a totally flexible performance space for all genres, including circus. Available configurations 
include end-on theatre space, in-the-round or as an open space, so it works as both a seated 
venue and standing room only for late night shindigs including the perennial Fringe favourite 
Massaoke. There is capability for aerial rigging. There are 14 seating booths with a table 
and six seats per booth. Therefore, the maximum possible seated capacity is 450, but other 
configurations are available.

Recent shows in this venue include: Al Murray, Atomic Saloon Show, Cruel Intentions: The 90s Musical, Casus: DNA and Massaoke.

PICCOLO – 192 SEATS
The Piccolo is a unique space with bench seating on one side of the tent. This tent is the more 
petite of our two tents in the Gardens and it is popular with performers and audiences alike.

Recent shows in this venue include: Flo & Joan, Margaret Thatcher Queen of Soho, Le Gateau Chocolat, Children are Stinky and Jekyll & Hyde.
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GEORGE SQUARE STUDIOS ONE – 288 SEATS
Assembly George Square Studios are opposite the main entrance to the Gardens. We install a 
stage and use the existing seating as in the photos below. The lighting and sound equipment 
brought in by Assembly is rigged on permanently fixed bars. Entrance to the stage is from the 
stairs on stage right that lead directly into the dressing room and storage area.

Recent shows in Studio One include: Russell Howard, Jessie Cave, Police Cops and The Fishermen.

GEORGE SQUARE STUDIOS TWO – 195 SEATS
Located next to One, Two is an end-on theatre space with a raked auditorium. Entrance to the 
stage is from the stairs on stage left that leads directly into the dressing room and storage area. 
There is no crossover available.

Recent shows in this venue include: Eddie Izzard, Mark Watson, Arabella Weir, The Believers are But Brothers and Sleeping Trees.

GEORGE SQUARE STUDIOS THREE – 250 SEATS
Three has a flat wedge-shaped stage with an intimate, well raked seating bank angled around it. 
Access to the stage is via staircases stage left and right, and there is a crossover via the staircases. 
There is no capacity to store large items of set. 

Recent shows in this venue include: Sam Simmons, Phoebe Robinson, Clive Anderson, WiFi Wars and New Zealand’s Modern Maori Quartet.
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GEORGE SQUARE STUDIOS 
FOUR – 60 SEATS
Four is an intimate end on theatre space with 
an auditorium of 60 seats, perfect for solo 
shows and small-scale theatre with minimal 
set. The venue has a very slightly raised stage, 
with three rows of flat floor seating at the 
front and another two rows of slightly raised 
seating at the rear. Access to the stage is 
from upstage right, and there is no crossover 
available.  

Recent shows in Studio Four include: Fake News, Joanne McNally, 
and Aboriginal Comedy AllStars.

GEORGE SQUARE STUDIOS 
FIVE – 87 SEATS
Five is an end on theatre space with 87 seats 
in a converted classroom, with its small stage 
and intimate seating configuration ideal for 
solo shows; it has played host to some of the 
most popular Fringe shows in recent memory, 
including Hannah Gadsby’s Nanette. There 
is no backstage area; access to the stage is 
from stage left and down stage right, and the 
dressing room is in the adjacent room, so 
there is no crossover.   

Recent shows in this venue include: Hannah Gadsby, John-Luke 
Roberts. Kate Berlant, Rob Auton and Jena Friedman.

UNDERGROUND – 80-120 
SEATS (flexible)
A space that is suitable for immersive or site-
specific work. It has been The Flick, a 1980s 
nightclub and hedonistic paradise run by 
Diane Chorley; an abandoned warehouse for 
Fringe smash The Generation of Z; the set 
for Trainspotting, a New York dive bar and a 
Victorian den of iniquity... the only limit is your 
imagination. 

Recent shows in this venue include: Diane Chorley: Down The Flick, The 
Generation of Z, The King’s Head version of Trainspotting, Joe’s NYC Bar 
and The Swell Mob.
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THE BOX – 74 SEATS
Located opposite Gordon Aikman Theatre, next to the Gardens, The Box is a thrust theatre space 
with 74 seats on three sides on raked seating. It’s a wonderfully intimate space for stand-up 
comedy and small-scale theatre.

Recent shows in this venue include: Lazy Susan, Pamela’s Palace, Susie McCabe, Aditi Mitttal and The De Nova Super.

THE BLUE ROOM – 132 SEATS
The Blue Room combines a striking exterior with a classical interior. The performance area is an 
end on theatre space accompanied by a raked auditorium with a 6m wide by 3.5m deep stage. 
There is a backstage area and crossover available, making it perfect for theatre, comedy and 
music shows.

Recent shows in this venue include: Scummy Mummies, Goose, Tom Lenk and Beep Boop.

GORDON AIKMAN THEATRE 
– 500 SEATS
Renamed in 2019 to honour campaigner and 
University of Edinburgh alumnus Gordon 
Aikman, this is Assembly’s third largest 
venue and a purpose-built theatre. It has 
500 seats including freestanding chairs in 
the first three rows, with the rest being fixed 
seating. As this is a purpose-built theatre it 
has dressing rooms and warm up spaces, as 
well as generous storage space relative to our 
temporary theatres.

Recent shows in this venue include: Out of the Blue, Frank Skinner, 
David O’Doherty, 360 ALLSTARS, Morgan & West, and Thrones! The 
Musical Parody.
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ASSEMBLY ROXY
Assembly Roxy is our year-round home in 
Edinburgh and has a history of hosting shows 
on the Fringe dating back to the 1960s. 

During the Festival is houses three 
performance spaces and we install a box 
office, bar and Festival Garden in front of the 
building to create a welcoming area and The 
Snug Bar is located in the former crypt.

ROXY CENTRAL – 250 SEATS
This wonderfully atmospheric temporary theatre is built into what was the church nave. Roxy 
Central is a raked auditorium with a capacity of 250. There is some capability for rigging for aerial 
work in this venue. Access to stage is from stage left or right and there is a crossover.

Recent shows in this venue include: Fringe First winner Raven, Triple Fringe First award winner The Jennifer Tremblay Trilogy, Inflatable Space, 
The Pajama Men, My Land and Hot Brown Honey. 

ROXY UPSTAIRS – 168 SEATS
Roxy Upstairs is one of our year-round theatres and is an end on theatre space with a raked 
auditorium of 168 seats. Access to the stage is via a rear door or steps on stage right. 

Recent shows in this venue include: Scottee: Class, Collapsible, Jurassic Park, Trygve Wakenshaw, Jonny & the Baptists and Knot.
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ROXY DOWNSTAIRS – 60 SEATS
Located in the basement of Roxy, Downstairs is a black box raked auditorium. There is no wing 
space, but there is access to the back of the stage via a curtain to the dressing room. Full raked 
end on theatres of this size are rare at the Fringe, and this a wonderful venue for small theatre 
shows, small physical theatre shows and stand-up comedy.

Recent shows in this venue include: Tom Walker, ART Award Winner Ane City, Rust, Jamie Wood, Pops and Pink Lemonade. 

ASSEMBLY CHECKPOINT – 300 STANDING, 241 SEATED
This beautiful building was originally built as the Edinburgh Congressional Church and the high 
ceilings, sweeping staircase and beautiful wood panelling now helps create an atmospheric 
venue that provides the perfect surroundings for live music and cabaret. The seating is flexible 
with cabaret tables or theatre style options, and 60 seats in the balconies. There is capability for 
aerial rigging.

Recent shows in this venue include: Reuben Kaye, Lady Rizo, Dame Diana Rigg, Christina Bianco and Thunderstruck.
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MUSIC HALL – 650 SEATS
The Music Hall is the largest space in the Assembly Rooms, and our second largest performance 
space at the Fringe. It is a grand venue with a large, raised stage that makes it perfect for bigger 
productions, circus, and physical work as well as headline comedy shows. It boasts a thrust 
theatre space, with crossover available.  

Recent shows in this venue include: Ed Byrne, La Galerie, My Land, The Black Blues Brothers, Bromance and Whose Line Is It Anyway?

ASSEMBLY ROOMS
The Assembly Rooms are the birthplace 
of Assembly and our on and off home for 
40 years. We now operate six spaces here 
including the grand Music Hall, the stunning 
Ballroom, the more intimate Drawing Room 
and three venues as well as a bar and street 
food offerings outside on George Street. 

THE BALLROOM – 350 SEATS
This stunning room hosts spectacular chandeliers and grand Georgian decor. We build a raked 
seating bank of 350 seats to create an end on space, with a large stage suitable for theatre, 
physical work, music and comedy.

Recent shows in this venue include: Mark Steel, Stewart Francis, Myra’s Story, Liz Lochead’s Tartuffe, Alex Salmond, My Leonard Cohen and 

Irvine Welsh’s Performers.
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DRAWING ROOM – 104 SEATS
The Drawing Room is the most intimate of 
our indoor spaces at the Assembly Rooms. 
The seating is a mix of flat floor and rake and 
makes for a great space for smaller scale theatre 
and comedy. There is no backstage area or 
crossover available; access to the stage is from 
the auditorium.

Recent shows in this venue include: Chris Dugdale, Jamie 

MacDonald, My Darling Clemmie and Luke Jermay. 

FRONT ROOM – 74 SEATS
Located outside the Assembly Rooms, Front 
Room is a thrust theatre space with a raked 
auditorium of 74 seats on three sides. It’s a 
wonderfully intimate space for stand-up comedy 
and small-scale theatre.  

Recent shows in this venue include Jarred Christmas & Hobbit, Yours 

Sincerely, The Lost Musical Works of Willy Shakes, After You and Gun. 

POWDER ROOM – 74 SEATS
Located outside the Assembly Rooms, Powder 
Room is a thrust theatre space with a raked 
auditorium of 74 seats on three sides. With an 
interior identical to the Front Room, it’s perfectly 
suited to stand-up and small-scale theatre.      

Recent shows in this venue include Kirsten Vangsness’ FEMPIRE, Solitary, 

Lucille & Cecilia and Sleeping Giant. 

BIJOU – 220 SEATS
The Bijou is an intimate and striking Spiegeltent 
located on George Street, outside the Assembly 
Rooms, perfect for cabaret, circus, music and 
theatre. The space is flexible, and can be played 
end on, or in the round depending on staging 
requirements. 

Recent shows in this venue include Musik, Curious Pheasant’s 

Romeo & Juliet, Jess Robinson, The Greatest Magic Show and 

Chocolate.
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What we do and how we programme
Assembly build, curate and manage all of the performance spaces within our five Festival hubs. 
We provide the following support to you and your team:

• Front of House staff

• Full Box Office service

• Marketing and press 

• Technical staff

Scheduling 
We schedule up to ten show per day in each venue, with shows running from around 10:00am 
until midnight each day. Most of the shows in our programme will run for the full duration 
of the Festival and are typically one hour long. Turnaround times between shows tend to 
be around 15–20 minutes from the end of one show until the beginning of the next. It is 
important to keep these time constraints in mind when planning your set.

Box Office and Ticketing 
Our box office syncs live with that of the Fringe Society’s so that tickets will always be available 
across the Fringe Society’s box office, our individual venue box offices, phone room and 
assemblyfestival.com. Tickets for Assembly shows may also be purchased in person from the 
box offices of Gilded Balloon, Pleasance and Underbelly. We operate as your ticket agent, as 
well as managing the allocations for press, promoter, and guest complimentary tickets. You will 
receive your own box office login to track and monitor your sales once signed contracts have 
been returned.

Press and marketing 
Our in-house Press and Marketing teams are here to provide additional support to you in 
promoting your show. They will work with you to coordinate the issuing of press, promoter 
and promotional ticketing as well as assisting with marketing campaign support and advice. 
Further information will be available detailing the specifics of the services we provide in early 
2022.

Reuben Kaye - Assembly Checkpoint (2019)

http://www.assemblyfestival.com 
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Technical requirements and costs 
The technical specifications for each space outline what is provided within the Minimum 
Theatre Facilities Fee. Technical specifications can be downloaded from the ‘Perform with 
Us’ page of our website. Any additional equipment you require beyond these specs would 
need to be discussed and arranged with our technical team and would be recharged to you at 
settlement. 

Additional equipment that we would hire on your behalf would include radio mics, projectors 
and screens, any backline requirements and additional lighting equipment. Assembly receives 
a discount from its suppliers for you and we try to share as many costs as we can among the 
other shows in your venue to reduce equipment costs whenever possible. 

In order to get a better sense of what these costs are it is important to get in touch with our 
Technical Team sooner rather than later. It is important to note that we have very limited 
storage in each of the venues, and we will ask you to complete a full technical questionnaire to 
make sure we can facilitate your show.

Programming
We will be programming on a rolling basis for the 2022 Festival from January 2022 until the 
final Fringe Society registration deadline. This is likely to be April-May 2022.

Please complete our online Application Form to let us know about your show and, ideally, 
when and where we can come along to see it. If we can’t come along, then video recordings, a 
script, reviews, images, and artist biographies all help us to consider your application.

Assembly George Square Gardens at night

https://www.assemblyfestival.com/who-we-are/perform-with-us
https://www.assemblyfestival.com/who-we-are/perform-with-us
https://form.asana.com/?k=sKUepKdzYeq-mV0iYHedog&d=347903255678446
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The financial deal
Our standard deal for visiting companies is a charge for the use of the venue and the Assembly 
services that is the higher of a) a 40% + VAT venue share of your Box Office Income; or b) the 
Minimum Theatre Facilities Fee (MTFF).

Assembly’s 40% + VAT share is calculated on your Gross Box Office Income if you are not 
UK VAT registered, and 40%+ VAT of your Box Office Income net of VAT if you are UK VAT 
registered. The MTFF varies by venue and time slot. As an example, assuming you are not UK 
VAT registered and your MTFF is £2,000, if your Box Office Income is £6,000 then Assembly’s 
40% share is £2,400 + VAT as this is greater than the MTFF; if your Box Office Income is £4,000 
then you will be billed for the MTFF of £2,000 + VAT as this is greater than a 40% share of Box 
Office Income.

Minimum Theatre Facilities Fee
The MTFF for each space is outlined below and is for the full length of the Festival. We will 
pro rata the MTFFs for any shorter runs. They are loosely based on your show achieving 30% 
capacity in venues with over 300 seats, and 25% capacity for venues with less than 300 seats. 
The MTFFs are lower in the mornings and afternoons to reflect the generally lower average 
ticket prices at those times of day.

2022 MINIMUMS 10:00 – 11:59 12:00 – 16:59 17:00 – 21:59 22:00 – 01:00

Assembly Hall  £22,750  £30,250  £37,750  £35,250 

The Music Hall  £14,250  £19,000  £23,650  £22,000 

Gordon Aikman Theatre  £13,250  £16,000  £21,250  £16,000 

Speigeltent Palais Du Variété  £8,000  £15,000  £19,000  £17,000 

The Ballroom  £7,500  £9,500  £9,500  £8,500 

Studio One  £4,750  £6,750  £8,000  £6,750 

Studio Three  £5,250  £6,250  £7,350  £6,250 

Roxy – Central  £5,250  £6,250  £7,350  £6,250 

Checkpoint  £2,500  £4,000  £4,250  £3,250 

Bijou  £4,000  £6,000  £6,000  £5,000 

Piccolo  £3,150  £4,750  £5,550  £5,550 

Roxy – Upstairs  £3,500  £4,500  £4,500  £4,000 

Studio Two  £2,500  £3,500  £4,500  £4,000 

Blue Room  £1,900  £2,750  £2,750  £2,450 

Studio Five  £1,500  £2,100  £2,100  £1,900 

The Box  £1,200  £1,500  £1,500  £1,250 

Front Room  £1,200  £1,500  £1,500  £1,250 

Powder Room  £1,200  £1,500  £1,500  £1,250 

Drawing Room  £1,200  £1,500  £1,500  £1,250 

Studio Four  £1,100  £1,400  £1,400  £1,200 

Roxy – Downstairs  £1,100  £1,400  £1,400  £1,200 
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Upfront costs
There are a few upfront costs that we will invoice you for at the point of signing contracts, but most 
other charges won’t be invoiced for until settlement to assist with your cash flow. The 2022 costs 
are yet to be confirmed but are likely to be in the region of the following:
• A 20% + VAT deposit of your MTFF
• Fringe programme registration

The Fringe Society registration fees for a full run (six or more performances) are:
£246 + VAT for the Early Bird registration deadline (estimated mid-March 2022) or
£328 + VAT for the final registration deadline (expected mid-April 2022)
There are discounts for shorter runs, but these are also more complicated for us to 
programme.

• Joint Venue Brochure registration The Joint Venue Brochure fees for 2022 are £500 + VAT for 
a single size entry and £900 + VAT for a double size. More information on that can be found in 
the Marketing info pack

If you fail to pay your invoice by the due date, then we will apply interest at settlement of 5% per 
annum pro rata.

Music licensing – PRS and PPL
If your performance includes any music you may be subject to PRS or PPL deductions. PRS Music 
Licenses are required for any live or recorded music used that is controlled by PRS. The Fringe 
Society has a special agreement with PRS that means you will be charged up to 4.2% + VAT of your 
Box Office Income, or your Box Office Income net of VAT if you’re UK VAT registered. PPL licensing 
covers royalities on the use of recorded music on behalf of record companies and performers 
These royalties are for the musicians that may have played on the album or the engineers that 
worked on it. Find out more in the Fringe Society’s guide to Music Licensing.

Merchandise commission
Assembly charges 25% + VAT on all sales if one of our staff sells on your behalf, or 15% + VAT if one 
of your team sells. 

Complimentary tickets
You will be entitled to a certain number of complimentary tickets for your show, which varies 
depending on the size of your venue. Complimentary ticket allocations are broken down as 
follows:

• Company Comps – This allocation is for your use across the season. You request these tickets 
through the Box Office Manager’s office. Promoter Tickets, that are specifically used for 
industry bookers and promoters, are also deducted from this allocation.

• Press Comps – These tickets are assigned through the Press Office and are intended for any 
press wanting to review a show.

• Venue Comps – Assembly’s Comp allocation matches your Presenter comp allocation. We 
typically use these tickets for our sponsors, Board members and other Assembly VIPs.

Value added tax (VAT)
Assembly is a UK VAT registered company and as such we are required to charge UK VAT on all 
services we provide. All references to VAT in this document refer to UK VAT. VAT is a service or sales 
tax charged at 20%. VAT is applied to Assembly’s Minimum Theatre Facilities Fee or share of box 
office, commissions, registration charges, technical charges, PRS any other service we charge you 
for. If you are EU VAT registered then EU VAT rules apply – it is best to seek independent tax advice 
on what UK VAT you can claim back.

https://www.edfringe.com/take-part/putting-on-a-show/music-licensing#ppl-tariff
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The Foreign Entertainers Unit (FEU) and witholding tax
Non-UK resident entertainers who perform in the UK fall within specific tax arrangements. Payers, 
including Assembly, are obliged to deduct withholding tax from payments in certain situations.

• If the total payment due to the Presenter by Assembly at settlement is less than the Personal 
Allowance for 2022/2023 (expected to be approximately £12,570) then there is no withholding 
tax due.

• If the total payment due to the Presenter by Assembly at settlement is in excess of the 
Personal Allowance then withholding tax must be deducted from the total payment (not just 
the overage) at a rate of 20%, unless you complete form FEU8 and submit in advance of the 
Festival to the FEU unit, and we receive a ruling from them giving you an increased allowance. 
If on form FEU8 you include details of the expenses (travel, accommodation, marketing, 
rehearsal costs) that you have incurred for the Edinburgh presentation and your projected 
income, and demonstrate that your profit doesn’t exceed the Personal Allowance then 
withholding tax is unlikely to apply.

For more information on FEU please visit the HMRC website.

MANDATORY FRINGE AND VENUE COSTS

Fringe Society registration fee
(TBC for 2022)

Early bird £246 + VAT | Regular £328 + VAT
Short runs of 5 or less performances may be eligible for a reduced fee

Joint Venues Brochure
(TBC for 2022)

Single size £500 + VAT | Double size £900 + VAT
Short run single £250 + VAT

Minimum Theatre Facilities Fee 20% deposit up front. See 2022 breakdown on page 16

Box Office Ticket Commission A standard 4% + VAT commission is applied to all sales

OTHER POTENTIAL COSTS

Foamex advertising £65 + VAT per square metre

Technical hires Contact technical@assemblyfestival.com

Show operators £25 per performance

Merchandise commissions 25% + VAT if Assembly sells, 15% + VAT if you sell

Presenter comps over allocation 40% + VAT of the ticket price

Travel and accommodation
We recommend a budget for £45 + VAT per bedroom
per night for a 3 or more bedroom flat.

PRS
0% to 4% + VAT of net box office, depending on how much 
music is in your show

Marketing campaign Posters, flyers, advertising, street team

Publicist fee
We can provide contact details for publicists we’ve worked 
with previously who know the Edinburgh Fringe

Costs summary

COVID recovery charge
To get through COVID, we took out a substantial loan from the UK Government, which is set 
to be repaid over five years. There has been limited funding available to address the challenges 
Scottish arts organisations have faced. As such, we have introduced a COVID recovery levy of 60p 
(including 10p VAT) which will be included in the total ticket price. This will be added to the regular 
ticket price agreed with companies. In addition, we are recommending an increase in ticket prices 
as in general costs have risen significantly. These will be discussed with you as part of the booking 
process.

http://gov.uk/topic/personal-tax/foreign-entertainer-rules
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Key Assembly contacts

Offices
The Assembly programming team are located 
in both Edinburgh and London much of 
the year before relocating to our temporary 
office in George Square for the summer 
festival period.

Assembly Festival
2 Roxburgh Place
Edinburgh, EH8 9SU

+44 (0)131 623 3000

For any Technical queries once programmed please email technical@assemblyfestival.com

For any Programming queries please email programming@assemblyfestival.com

Additional resources
• Venue access pack for presenters

• Fringe Society’s guide to putting on a show at the Fringe

Expected 2022 timeline
February
• Fringe Society discount advertising deadline. 

March
• Fringe Programme early bird deadline. 

April
• Final Fringe Society programme registration deadline.

• Fringe Society programme advertising booking deadline.

• Recommend arranging accommodation at this stage once you’ve accepted a venue offer.

• Final Fringe programme proofing and listing sign off. 

May
• Full Assembly Festival programme on sale.

• If you’re based outside the UK you may need to submit a Reduced Tax Payment Applicaton 

to HMRC. 

June
• Fringe Society programme launched. 

July
• Assembly George Square Gardens open for the Edinburgh Jazz and Blues Festival.

• George Square Gardens hosts the Edinburgh Food Festival. 

August
• Assembly Festival venues open for our 2022 Fringe programme. 

November
• Final settlements issued.

https://assemblyfestival.com/media/files/Assembly-venues-accessibility-pack-2022.pdf
https://www.edfringe.com/take-part/putting-on-a-show

